
Pampered Pooch

Asheville, NC



Come get your pooch 

pampered like this dog, 

Esri!
With services such as: 

● Shampooing/Conditioning

● Blow drying

● Brushing

● Nail clipping/filing

● Teeth cleaning 

● Eucalyptus massages also 

available!

Coming to 609 Swannanoa River 

Rd. in Asheville this Spring!
(Across from Asheville Municipal Golf Course)



Site Construction Beginning Soon! 



Initial Steps

1. Selected study area (Asheville, NC)  which encompassed 4 counties: 

Buncombe, Haywood, Henderson, McDowell

2. Obtained 10 potential property locations (closest to center of Asheville)

3. Obtained 20 competitor locations (closest to center of Asheville)

4. Acquired streetlines and census blocks for the study area
a. 290 total blocks

5. Downloaded Year 2015 ACS data from American FactFinder
a. Sex by age (5 year increments)

i. Combined Male and Female fields over the age of 55 to compare to 

Total Population field

b. Income ($10,000 increments)

i. Total field created by combining all fields over $100,000



6. Streets

● Derived from NA Streets 

file

● Obtained only streets for 

our four counties

● Created a field for 

traveltime called ‘Minutes’

● Excluded all fields besides 

travel time RoadID and 

One-way restricted roads

● Created our own address 

locator

● Proceeded to geocode 



7. Geocode Potential Properties

● The map to the left depicts all of the 

potential properties we could use 

for a dog grooming store.  Address 

locator was used to geocode the 

property addresses found on 

google after determining suitable 

property sites from local real estate 

website.



8. Geocode Closest Competition

● The map to the left depicts the 

competitor dog grooming stores in 

Asheville.  We used address locator 

to geocode other dog groomer’s 

addresses which we found on 

Google. 



9. Created a Network Dataset

1. We created our network dataset in ArcCatalog 

from the ‘StreetNet’  Feature Dataset in our 

geodatabase.

2. We named the new Network Dataset 

‘StreetNet_Projection_ND’

3. The Network Dataset prompted us whether or 

not we wanted to model turns in this network.  

We selected ‘Yes’.

4. On the next page we clicked on the 

connectivity button to make sure that our 

‘MSAstreets’ layer was added. 

3.

4.



Creating a Network Dataset Continued

5.  Next, we defined how we would like to model 

elevation within the Network.  We modeled elevation 

by using elevation fields ‘From end=F_elev’  and ‘To 

end=T_elev’.

6.  Next, we had to set the attributes for the Dataset.  The 

image to the right shows each attribute we used as well 

as their usage, units, and data type. 

7. Next, we set up the travel mode as driving.  We set the 

type as ‘automobile’, the impedance as ‘TravelTime 

(minutes)’, and the distance as ‘Length (Miles)’.  

5.

6.

7.



Creating a Network Dataset Continued

8. Next, we turned on the directions.  Under the 

Network Directions Properties we changed the Name 

column to ‘NAME’ so that the directions would give 

street names.  

9. Next, we selected for the program to ‘Build Service 

Area Index’

10. Finally, we reviewed the summary of our 

selections and built the New Network Dataset. 

11. This added two feature classes to our feature 

dataset.  These new feature classes were called 

‘StreetNet_Projection_ND_Junctions’ and 

‘StreetNet_Projection_ND’

8. 

9. 



10. Created Customer Demand Model

(People over 55/total population) x People w/ income >$100,000

This equalled to about 10,500 people as our customer base 

We determined that the above equation made the most sense for creating a customer demand 

model.  The first part of the equation (people over 55/ total population) gives us an average of the 

number of people who are over 55 in each block group.  We could then multiply that average by 

the people with income over $100,000.  By making this assumption, we didn’t add the age and 

income fields together.  We believe that the above equation gave us a reasonable customer 

base.  



11. Network Location-Allocation without 

Competition 
● Maximum Drive time set at 20 

minutes 

● 6 possible candidates

● Average Travel Time= Total 

Minutes/Demand Counts

● Used lasso to get total 

customers summation for each 

property’s network



● Target Market Share of 70%

● Maximum Drive time set at 20 

minutes 

● Average Travel Time= Total 

Minutes/Demand Count

● Used lasso to get total 

customers summation for each 

property’s network

12. Network Location-Allocation with Competition 



Summary of Ranking

● Took into account the property cost, number of customers, and 

average drive time

● The Network Location-Allocation without Competition:
○ Immediately ranked New Hawk property #6 because of extremely 

high cost 

○ Both Swannanoa River and Patton Ave had same number of 

customers and similar costs, rank determined by drive time

○ State St property had high number of customers but high cost

○ Elkwood and Weaverville had same number of customers but 

Elkwood had significantly lower cost and drive time



Summary of Ranking

● The Network Location-Allocation with Competition:
○ All had very similar average drive times 

○ Immediately ranked Biltmore #6 because of high cost 

○ Looked at highest customer count relative to the property cost

○ Patton and Swannanoa had the over lowest cost, but Swannanoa 

had a few hundred more customers 

○ State Street had highest customer count but the second highest 

property count



13. Chosen Properties

Top 5 Candidates Chosen after 

Analyzation:

1. Swannanoa River Rd.

2. Patton Ave.

3. State Street

4. Elkwood Ave.

5. Weaverville Rd. 

Analyzation Parameters:

1. Property Cost

2. Number of Customers

3. Average Drive Time

4. Percent of Market Share in 

relation to Proximal Competitors



Summary 

Overall, we found that the best potential property for a Pampered Pooch store would be 

located at 609 Swannanoa River Rd.  We were able to determine the location of our top 

5 candidate stores through comparing the results between our Network Location-

Allocation with Competition and our Network Location-Allocation without Competition.  

We are happy this result as we believe since it is located right off of the interstate and in 

an affluent neighborhood across from a golf course only about 10 minutes from 

downtown Asheville. It will cost a bit to deconstruct and construct a new building but 

believe we can compete in a market by offering a fresh new building paired with our 

one-of-a-kind massage treatments!

For the Network Location-Allocation with Competition we decided to use a Target 

Market Share of 70% in order to increase the number of customers that would visit our 

stores.   

After analyzing the results of the Location-Allocation models, we decided that five 

Pampered Pooch stores would be sufficient in Asheville, NC.  


